December - 15

Dear Parents/Carers
We have come to the end of a long term and the whole school community is looking forward
to a well-earned rest. The prospect of Christmas has certainly lifted our spirits in what has
otherwise been a very difficult year. This week, in particular, the schools look very festive
with staff and pupils in all sorts of lovely Christmas outfits/jumpers for their parties.
Christmas is always such a magical time in school and it has been wonderful to stand on the
Lower School gate and listen to the children’s excitement about what their Elf on the Shelf
got up to overnight!
Despite the restrictions around the types of celebrations we could undertake this term, the
staff have, as usual, put their high level of dedication and enthusiasm into their Christmas festivities. I hope that you have
enjoyed the videos of your children and the staff that are available on YouTube!
As the term draws to a close, it is with gratitude that I both look back on 2020 and, with barely restrained anticipation,
look forward to the holidays and next term! I am sure that pupils, parents and carers would like to join me in thanking all
of the staff and governors at the Potton Federation for their continued hard work and commitment to the pupils of the
school.
Likewise we, the staff, governors and pupils, would like to thank all of our parents and carers for their support through
what has been a very challenging year for everyone. And last but in no way least, we, the rest of the school community,
thank our pupils – you are indeed some of the best pupils I have ever had the pleasure of working with and you have
shown such enthusiasm to return to school and continue your learning journey. Behaviour across the school has been
brilliant, and I am so proud of your personal achievements this year.
I wish everyone peace and happiness for their families during this holiday period – may we all keep healthy and be safe.
Merry Christmas to everyone!
See you in January 2021.
Kind Regards

Cathy Smart
Executive Headteacher

Retirement
Thank you for your comments and support over the last week since the announcement was made about my retirement.
It has always been my plan to retire in 2021 but the challenges of Headship in a pandemic over the last year has certainly
made that an easier decision to make! Many of you will know that Miss Coppenhall and I arrived at Potton Lower School
together; I had met her as she was qualifying to become a teacher and encouraged her to join me at Potton Lower. I
recognised the potential that she had, to not only be an outstanding teacher, but a potential school leader for the future.
It has been a privilege over the last nine years to support her professional development, culminating in this announcement
that she will take up the Interim Headship appointment when I leave.
As a Headteacher you invest a lot of your time and effort into achieving the best possible outcomes for your pupils and
you want to know that this will continue when you hand over your school to your successor. I have no doubt that Miss
Coppenhall will continue this journey for our schools and she will manage the transition to Primary for the Lower School
with her usual commitment, vigour and enthusiasm! Our handover has already begun and there are lots of plans already
underway within school to manage the transition smoothly. I know that you will join me in congratulating Miss Coppenhall
on her well-deserved appointment!
A message from Sarah Pryer – Chair of Governors for the Potton Federation
Dear Parents and Carers
I want to start this update with a thank you for your support for the schools over this unprecedented period. As you go
through your own challenges with health, work and family, the support of your children and their teachers has helped
everyone a great deal. I, for one, am very grateful to all staff for their commitment to continuing to educate our children
in the most difficult of circumstances.
The role of Governors has remained the same throughout the crisis; to challenge and support senior leaders. It has been
heartening to see how the school has adapted and responded at a time when they have had to become experts at so
much more than education. Everyone at both schools have stepped up to meet the challenge – the office staff, the cooks,
the teachers, the TA’s, the cleaners, the site manager and of course the teachers and senior leaders.
At Governor meetings (now being held online), we have listened and talked to staff about how everyone is coping with
the new way of working. At the top of the list is both the mental health of our pupils as well as any impact on learning
from the time spent at home. We know that teachers have put a big emphasis on mental health within the framework of
PSHE and Values Education with more time devoted to this during the school day.
What we’ve learned is that the children under our care are resilient and enjoy coming to school. It offers a safe place and
whilst home learning may have had its benefits (and challenges), the near normality of school life is a really good thing.
In fact, the smaller bubbles have actually contributed towards closer friendships, greater understanding between pupils
and a willingness to share and talk openly in class. This allowed teachers to sensitively understand the needs of each child
and act accordingly.
In terms of their learning, our pupils are faring well. Teachers are constantly evaluating and adapting the curriculum to
make sure that key skills are embedded. As Governors, we are satisfied that teachers are using their time, expertise and
the government ‘catch-up funding’ to best support pupils on any effects of the period of time spent out of school.
Against the backdrop of the Coronavirus pandemic, Governors have been taking important decisions about the future of
the schools.
We already announced last year that 2-tier education is coming to Potton and we will, in the not too distant future,
become one Primary School which ends at Year 6 rather than a Lower and Middle School. We are working with Central
Bedfordshire Council to formulate a coordinated plan with other local schools which keeps disruption to pupils to an
absolute minimum during the transition. The wheels of democracy and local government don’t always turn quickly but

we remain committed to the process and to keeping you informed of any decisions as soon as they are made. I can’t stress
enough how much we are placing Potton children at the heart of the discussions.
Wishing you a Merry and safe Christmas and a very Happy New Year.

A message from Charlotte Coppenhall – Deputy Headteacher
Things may be slightly different this year, but Christmas certainly hasn’t been cancelled at the Potton Federation.
Christmas ‘bubble’ parties with dancing, decorations and party food, a medley of Christmas songs heard as you walk the
corridors and lots of crafts and glitter all around. All of our staff and pupils have made the most of the festive season, and
even with the safety restrictions that needed to be in place, smiles and laughter have been seen and heard across the
schools.
We truly couldn’t have asked for anything more from our staff, pupils and yourselves this term. Your support,
encouragement and friendly morning greetings throughout one of the most challenging times school has faced is
something we are all so very grateful to you all for. I hope this Christmas is a special one for all of us, filled with quality
time, love and peace, and with hope for what the new year will bring.
Take care, and I look forward to seeing you all in 2021.

News from the classroom
Reception
Puddle Ducks – Miss Fordham and Mrs Lee
Wow, what a fantastic first term we’ve had in Puddle Ducks. The children settled into the
routines of school so quickly and it feels like they have been in school much longer than
just one term.
Puddle Ducks have really impressed us in phonics and they are now able to recognise
many sounds and are using their segmenting and blending skills to read words
independently. They have been so eager to learn and within their learning choices often
choose to practise reading and writing.
In maths, Puddle Ducks have shown great improvement within their independent counting, adding and number
formation. This half term we have been exploring shape, space and measure in which children have been ordering
different heights and weights, recognising 2D shapes and creating their own patterns.
During topic lessons, we have explored many different areas. The children have shared what is means to be a good friend,
how to work as a team and have learnt a range of songs and dances.
This term is always one of our favourites within school as there is lots of excitement in the run up to Christmas. We have
been making our own decorations, finding out about the nativity story and learning the words and actions to many
Christmas carols.
Have a wonderful, well-earned Christmas break with your families and we will see you in the new year!

Cotton Tails – Miss Adams
Since joining us in September, Cotton Tails have immediately come a part of our Potton Federation
Family. Their buzzing personalities and excitement for school has been a delight to see.
The children have already made great leaps in their learning journeys. They have developed their
confidence in recognising new phonemes and numbers. They have explored how to make friends and
how to follow our school rules. We have read and role played numerous fairy tales and used them to
inspire writing and mark-making.
Their readiness for school and enthusiasm for learning has shone through daily. We are so excited to see where their
learning adventure takes us in the Spring term.
Merry Christmas from the Reception team!

Year 1
Tiggy Winkles – Miss Dent
What a fantastic term we have had so far in Tiggy Winkles! The children have been working their hardest and I couldn’t
be more proud of them. I have been so impressed with the children’s willingness to learn and overall enthusiasm for every
lesson. The progress they have made in such a short period of time is phenomenal and I can’t wait to see this improve
further in the upcoming months.
We began the term with our first topic of ‘Enchanted Woodland’, here the children read a variety of fairy tale stories and
went on to create character and setting descriptions as well as wanted posters for those mean characters in the stories!
We spent parts of our lessons creating actions for the different stories to help us remember them, the picture below
shows our impression of the mean wolf in the three little pigs! Within our topic lessons we learnt about different types of
trees and flowers and then went on to design and make a woodland crown using sticks, flowers and other objects found
outside.
In Maths we have looked at addition and subtraction number sentences, as well as exploring doubling
and halving. The children have really enjoyed testing how fast we could do this mentally in our maths
games each morning. We then explored division, sharing out chocolate bars between two people, we
were all very hungry by the end of it!
Our second topic saw the children travel to space within a rocket and land on the moon! Here
we discovered that an alien named Zog was stuck and needed our help getting back to his family.
We spent our literacy lessons writing sentences to Zog asking him questions to find out how he
became lost and then working out how to get him home. The children thoroughly enjoyed this
topic meaning they were able to remember and describe important dates in History and show
off all they had learnt so far in their independent writing tasks.
All of the children in Tiggy Winkles have grown in confidence and independence. They come in to school happy and excited
to learn each day and I can’t wait to see what the rest of the year has in store for us.

Squirrel Nutkins – Miss R Coppenhall
What a fantastic start to Year 1 Squirrel Nutkins have had! They have amazed me with how superbly they have settled
into the routine of Year 1 and they have been enjoying doing lots of fun learning.
We began the first part of the Autumn Term with our Enchanted Woodland topic, which
the children loved. They enjoyed learning about all of the woodland creatures and they
got the chance to make their own woodland animal mask. They loved wearing these when
we went on a woodland walk foraging for leaves, sticks and feathers for our very own
woodland crowns. In Literacy, we began our learning of familiar fairy tales with stories
such as Little Red Riding Hood and The Three Little Pigs. Their enthusiasm to retell this
story using lots of fun actions wowed me, they were very engaged in the story and
completed some wonderful writing about the different stories too.
This half term we have been on a rocket to the moon, become police officers searching for the missing underpants and
even got to have breakfast in the classroom! Our ‘Moon Zoom’ topic has been a real success with our Squirrel Nutkins.
They have loved learning and telling me all about their super space facts and finding out all about the famous Neil
Armstrong. They found it particularly funny to hear that insects and even a monkey had been on a rocket into space!
There have been lots of writing opportunities with this topic too and they loved reading ‘Aliens Love Underpants’. They
helped with the investigation into finding Zop, the naughty alien, who had been stealing other people’s underpants. They
really enjoying getting to design and describe their own alien and underpants using a range of interesting adjectives. Their
enthusiasm with this topic has been lovely to be a part of and they recently wrote a non-fiction piece of writing all about
the moon and the number of facts they could recall blew me away, from who has travelled to the moon to whether we
could survive on the moon, they could tell me about it all.
Squirrel Nutkins have also particularly enjoyed their Art and Design Technology lessons this half term. We have used
chalks and pastels to create a space scene, it was so good it features on our class topic display. They also had the
opportunity to use different pieces of junk modelling to create their very own rockets.
I could not be any prouder of my Year 1 class this Autumn Term. They have been little superstars with their excellent
behaviour, their incredible hard work and their kind and helpful nature. It has been a joy to get to know them all and I
have no doubt that they will continue to make me smile next term with their learning. I also want to thank you all for your
continued support this term with your child’s learning too. I look forward to seeing you all after the well-deserved
Christmas break!

Year 2
Tom Kittens – Mrs Boston
What a busy and exciting half term it has been in Tom Kittens, the children arrived back after the half term break full of
enthusiasm and have carried this enthusiasm all the way through to the end of the year.

From fact finding missions to creating our very own collage display, our ‘Street
Detectives’ topic has been both exciting and creative; a non-stop whirlwind of
learning fun!

In Literacy, the children were able to share their knowledge of our local community when they created their ‘All about
Potton’ fact files. Later in the half term, the children demonstrated their creative flair when we used Talk for Writing to
retell the traditional tale ‘The Town Mouse and The Country Mouse’.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support this term, reading with the children
at home and encouraging them to share their home learning. We have all enjoyed our virtual Show and Tell every
Thursday.
I hope you have a safe and enjoyable Christmas break and I look forward to welcoming the children back in 2021!
Jeremy Fisher – Miss Williams and Mrs Fenton
Wow! What a wonderful year so far. We’ve had so much fun this half term, turning into
Street Detectives and learning all sorts of exciting things about Potton and the
surrounding areas. We’ve grabbed our magnifying glasses and thinking caps to take on
virtual scavenger hunts, solve clues about the local area and even created our own
renditions of famous buildings in and around Potton.
The children have worked incredibly hard so far this year and have really put their mark on Year 2 life! Although things
have looked a little different so far this year, the children have tackled all learning challenges head on with fantastic
attitudes, and have made us smile every single day!
A huge thank you, as always, to our brilliant Year 2 parents. Without your support and encouragement, none of the magic
would happen! Your continued reading and support of the children is making a real difference.

Year 3
Dragons – Mr Adams
What a whirlwind our term has been! After such a long time off school due to the pandemic, it was
refreshing to see so many eager faces keen to return to school and begin their journey in KS2. The
children have been resilient and determined to try their best in everything that they do.
Our term started off with our first topic of ‘Tribal Tales’ where we have been studying the Stone Age
through to the Iron Age. This was a great topic supported by the story ‘The Stone Age Boy’ and the
children really enjoyed thinking about the main character and his journey back to life in the Stone
Age. After learning about what life was like we explored how remnants of the Stone Age were still
here today, and some children were fortunate enough to visit Stonehenge after we took a virtual tour
in class.
After the October half-term, we embarked on our current topic - ‘Mighty Metals’. This has led to the classroom looking
like a scene out of the future as we now have an array of robots to make our working life easier. Some cook and clean for
Mr Adams when all the children have gone home, some collect scrap metal and also help with homework. With this topic
the children have loved reading Ted Hughes ‘The Iron Man’. This villain turned hero has inspired the children to read and
immerse themselves in a story with many twists and turns. This has helped us think about what we could feed the Iron
Man, investigating which materials are magnetic and contain iron to make a nice treat for him.
The children have worked really hard this term and deserve a hard-earned treat over the holiday period so that they can
return with all their energy and enthusiasm for our next topic. In January we will visit Ancient Greece in our topic ‘God
and Mortals’ which has always proved popular in previous years. Have a great Christmas and I will see you in the New
Year.
Phoenix – Miss Kerfoot
It’s been fantastic to have the children back in school and they have settled really well into Year 3.
Our first topic was called Tribal Tales and was all about life in the Stoneage, the children absolutely loved learning about
this and some even brought Stoneage style axe’s and spears in that they had made at home. We continued learning about

the Bronze Age and Iron Age into our Mighty Metals topic and the children have created new playground games based
on life in these periods.
In P.E we have enjoyed learning netball and football. The children loved taking part in a fiercely fought netball tournament.
We are all looking forward to next term.
Wishing you all a Happy Christmas!

Year 4
Hippogriffs – Mrs Mooring
Hippogriffs have had a great start to the year and a lovely first term. There have been
some new faces join and some old faces leave and the class has settled in beautifully
making everyone feel welcome.
Our first topic ‘I Am Warrior’ was all about the Romans and the children had great fun
making Roman shields (and having a mock battle with them), mosaic tiles and clay
coins. They found out fascinating facts about ‘Rotten Rome’ to write their own Horrible
History including the fact that Romans would eat fish from the sewers – gross!
Our second topic was ‘Potions’ and the children have enjoyed making clay coil pots and designing potion bottles. They
also enjoyed experimenting in Science, especially with blowing up balloons and hoping they could make them pop. They
have written fantastic versions of ‘The Snowman’ and generally worked hard all term. We are looking forward to next
term when we will be doing two new topics, ‘Slavers and Traders’ and ‘Burps, Bottoms and Bile’ – a particular favourite.
We wish you all a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Owls – Mr Hodgson
Owls have had a great first term in school, we’ve overcome many challenges and the children have settled in well.
Our first topic was ‘I am Warrior’ and the children really enjoyed making their shields and
having a mock battle. The children learned Roman formations and worked well as a team.
Another highlight within this topic was creating Roman mosaics and Roman coins. The
children used clay techniques to add layers to their coins and they really enjoyed painting
these in gold, silver or bronze. Our next topic was ‘Potions’ and the children have enjoyed
using art techniques to design and make a potion bottle. More recently, the children have
completed lots of different science experiments and a memorable science experiment was
‘Restart a Heart’ where the children used different science equipment to see whether we
could create a chemical reaction. We observed- and it did!
When asking the class their favourite memories over this last term, lots of them mentioned our PE lessons. We are so
thankful to Sam and Miss Crawford-Smith for designing and creating such wonderful, fun and engaging lessons for us. The
children thoroughly enjoyed the Tag Rugby competition as well as the fun games such as; bench ball and silent ball. We
look forward to continuing completing our PE lessons after the Christmas break.
Finally, Christmas festivities have started within the classroom and the children were pleased to see the classroom
decorated to reflect this wonderful time of year.
Special thanks to our helpers Mrs Lakin and Mrs Middlebrook for supporting us throughout the first academic term.
Wishing you all a wonderful and safe Christmas break.

Year 5
Stevens – Mrs Rider
Wow I can’t believe how quickly the first term has flown by! The class have made a fantastic start to the year, mixing well
and working hard in lessons. It has been lovely to see them begin to flourish and grow into confident middle school pupils.
Our topic the first half term was Stargazers. We learnt all about the moon and gravity, and had the benefit of darker
evenings for us to see the moon in its full glory.
We have written stories about Laika, the space dog and looked in depth at the first moon
landing. The class were fascinated by the original 1969 footage and have been very inquisitive
about how the events took place. To finish the topic, we designed new Mars rovers of the
future.
Our second topic focussed on Alchemy Island, combining both the fantasy world of portals
and the real world problem of plastic pollution. We debated the issue of plastic, discovered
mountains and volcanoes around the world and wrote postcards from faraway places.
Next half term we will be discovering the history of Henry VIII and life in Tudor England.

Elphinstone’s – Mrs Chamberlain
In Elphinstone class we have had a busy and productive first term to the year. The children have
all settled so beautifully into life at the Middle School, embracing challenges and working so
hard!
We started the year off with our exciting space-themed topic ‘Stargazers’ where the children
loved learning about the space race between the USA and USSR, exploring how astronauts live
on board the International Space Station and learning all about Laika – the first dog in space!
We had the opportunity to take part in lots of active opportunities outside, including looking at how astronauts train to
be physically fit! The children conducted lots of different experiments and exercises to see if they had what it takes to
travel into space!
In English the children have produced some beautiful pieces of writing throughout the
term, including their own space stories in the first half term and ending with our latest
Big Write inspired by ‘Blue Planet II’ where the children learnt all about plastic pollution
in the oceans.
Finally, the children have proven themselves to be a creative class, producing amazing
art work with Mrs Topple every week and creating some amazing project homeworks
that have impressed us all. Every single member of our class has made an excellent start
to Year 5 and have made me so proud with their maturity and enthusiasm.

Jackson – Mr Bick
In such an unsettled time for everyone, it was lovely to welcome 5 Jackson to Potton Middle in September and watch
them settle in so quickly. It’s been a fantastic first term and we’ve certainly done our best to make the most of every
moment!
Our first topic of Year 5 was all about space. In the first few weeks, the children worked really hard on some narrative
writing inspired by a short animated film – the results were stunning! We went on to learn about the history of space
travel, the International Space Station and much more. Since half term, our topic has been ‘Alchemy Island’, which has
seen us writing portal stories and non-chronological reports about plastic pollution.
Alongside our topic-based work, it has been really pleasing to see so many members of the class challenging themselves
and growing in confidence during our Maths lessons. Mrs Topple’s Art lessons and P.E. with Miss Crawford-Smith have
also been highlights for lots of the children.
My personal highlights of the term have been sharing our class novels with the children. Watching and listening to their
enthusiastic responses to Malamander and Kensuke’s Kingdom has been magical. I can’t wait to share our next class novel
when we return to school in January!
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a happy and healthy New Year.

Year 6
Evans – Miss Carrington
From the moment Evans set foot in Year 6, the children have thrown themselves back into school life with enthusiasm,
kindness, a thirst for learning and desire to challenge themselves in every way.
We began the year by setting ourselves positive mantras for the year ahead which has
developed a strong sense of community amongst the children, whilst also contributing to the
many success and achievements we have seen this year already. Our two topics this half term,
A Child’s War and Frozen Kingdom, have led us through research into World War Two Britain,
as well as explorations of the Arctic and Antarctic. We have learned of the hardships brought
by evacuation and rationing, as well as finding out about the creativity of WWII games, ‘Make
Do and Mend’ and ‘Dig for Victory!’ The children’s silhouette art, WWII board-games and
colour-coded maps of Europe have been powerful, creative and detailed in equal measure.
This half term we have learnt about the geography, wildlife and populations of the coldest
regions of the planet. Using Inuit techniques, we have used stencilling to create images of the
wildlife in the Arctic and Antarctic and, with Mrs Topple in Art, have drawn Inuit-inspired
images onto fabric. Alongside this, in Science this half term, we have studied living things and
the way they are classified. The raps, songs, poems and drama performances inspired by
biologists of the past were a highlight of the half term! Similarly, carrying out a range of
experiments to develop scientific skills of investigation produced many ‘wow’ moments during
the first half term.
Over the course of the term in English, the children have written newspaper articles, extended
narratives, detailed descriptions of winter scenes, as well as exploring the work of C.S. Lewis in
‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’. Evans have produced writing beyond their years and
have worked hard on choosing sophisticated vocabulary to create beautiful images in their work.

A highlight of each topic has been seeing the fantastic array of topic projects produced by Evans. From pieces of art, diary
entries, air-raid shelters, rag dolls, songs, baking and winter-scenes, the children have shown their creativity and
knowledge through their individual projects, which they have proudly shown off to staff and students alike.
It has been a term filled with hard-work, as well as laughter, and highlights for all of us include the time spent focusing
on everyone’s wellbeing and enjoying being at school together: Evans’ Just Dance skills are brilliant!
We look forward to a brand new term in January where we will begin our next topic: Blood Heart

Torday – Mr Brooks
Over the course of the past term, I have had the pleasure of getting to know thirty-four quite delightful students. Okay,
some might say I knew many of them already, but how well can you ‘know’ a child before you dedicate a year to their
education and work with them on a level where you know their greatest strengths, passions and challenges? Well, with
the most important year of their schooling ahead of them, it didn’t take long to recognise that I have inherited a group of
children full of promise and boundless potential; a class of budding young talent who have quickly grasped my high
expectations and hopes for the year.
In spite of having to navigate through a ‘new normal’, without a rule book or experience to guide us, the resilience and
determination demonstrated by 6 Torday has been nothing short of outstanding. Intensified further by a term laced with
pace and challenge, I’ve been delighted – and in some cases, left speechless – with the strength and courage shown by
each child.
I am delighted to say that our most recent topic - Frozen Kingdom - has helped engender a passion and love for learning.
We began our exploration by visiting the most secluded areas of our planet: the Arctic and Antarctica. Dipping our toes
into the icy waters of the Polar Regions, we studied the wildlife, topography and climate of the most treacherous regions
of our planet! Digging deeper into the snowy depths of the ‘Frozen Kingdom’, we also composed some magical
descriptions of winter landscapes, created rather charming Inuit stencil artwork and authored some enchanting Narniainspired short stories.
Beyond the classroom, the children continued to impress me with their creativity and ingenuity. Needless to say, their
Frozen Kingdom topic projects were truly something to behold. Creations ranged from polar animal models and clay
figurines, to winter collages and deliciously baked goods! I’d just like to take this opportunity to thank the parents for all
the support given at home. Without you, these memorable experiences don’t happen - it really is greatly appreciated and
certainly doesn’t go unnoticed.
There have been so many other achievements to celebrate in such a short space of time that I don’t have the word count
to mention them all! Alongside being attendance winners, collecting countless individual certificates, achieving wonderful
test results and devising many random, yet hilarious performances for our daily entertainment, the children really have
exceeded my expectations. They’ve managed to make me smile and laugh each and every day: I am truly proud to call
them ‘my class’.
Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Key Stage 3
Humanities – Mr Lock
The Humanities subjects have given the Key Stage 3 students much food for
thought and many opportunities for discussion over the autumn term. I
have been impressed by the willingness of the pupils to explore and offer
up their own ideas, opinions and beliefs and, more importantly, their ability
to listen to, and respect, those of others.
In Geography the course began with a quick look at GIS (geographic
information systems) and their practical use before moving on to
look at how the population of both the world and the United Kingdom has
grown and the reasons for that growth. There was also a brief study of the
global distribution of the population. More recently we have studied the
different types of industry, what they need to function and how industry and therefore employment - is changing in the modern world. For this topic
the emphasis was on the United Kingdom, making links to the local area
whenever possible.
History this year will cover the Georgian and Victorian periods - a time of great changes whose effects are still with us
today. We commenced by finding out what life was like in the United Kingdom 250 years ago. Links were made with
geography as we covered the reasons for the country's population "explosion" and the start of the Industrial Revolution
as people moved from the domestic system (working at home - why does that sound familiar?) to going to work in
factories and how this led to the growth of towns. Some detailed work on child labour, coal mining and
iron manufacture rounded out this topic.
Hinduism was the religion studied during this term. Topics covered included Hindu beliefs about the form the Divine
(god) takes, reincarnation, the caste system, karma, the style of worship and the impact of the religion on the personal
life of its followers. In relation to these the students considered the beliefs and opinions of some Hindus (like
Gandhi), their peers and myself; then went on to share their own ideas so that they could begin to formulate their own
set of values and beliefs in an area where there are no definitive, correct answers - an important skill and lesson in life.
Key Stage 3 Design and Technology and Art
This half term we have been designing and making a pencil case. The children used appliqué
to sew on their designs and then they sewed in a zip.

Year 7 and 8 have had a hands on approach to art this term as we have focussed on using clay
and fabric to produce patterns and textures. The year 7’s have also made progress with their
drawing skills as we have looked at different drawing techniques to draw faces and objects.

7 Rundell – Mrs Topple
It was full steam ahead with Rundell class who have given 100% in all they have done this term. They
have walked 420 miles, embraced the inter house sporting events and coming top in them all, made
pencil cases, entered bauble completions, cooked nutritional food, contributed to the WW11 Poppy
event with their poetry readings and so much more in addition to the curriculum subjects.

They have made solid friendships and are always smiling despite wearing masks. Next term promises
to be an exciting time and Rundell class are looking forwards to participating and doing their best. Have
a well-deserved rest over Christmas ready to give another 100%.
8 Zephaniah – Mr Griffiths
What a strange term it has been, but I have been so impressed by Year 8 who have done remarkably
well after returning from lockdown. They have listened to advice and followed it well! A year ago we
thought that surgeons were the people who wore face masks, now it is everyone. I have been
impressed with the maturity level of the Year 8’s who have taken these changes in their stride and
made it commonplace.
We have still tried to have fun with our learning whether in lessons, form time or off timetable time.
The Year 8’s enjoyed the challenge of making their geodesic domes on a STEM day; making a model of
the lungs in science and entering lots of different competitions organised by Mrs Topple and Miss
Crawford-Smith.
During our ‘slightly different’ remembrance day, the Year 7 and 8 pupils showed their maturity, and how they can think
of other people less fortunate than themselves. I know that during PSHCE lessons Mr Ballard is always impressed with
their ability to show empathy towards others and their ability to ‘have an opinion’ but realise that not all people think the
same way.
I hope that the New Year will bring a relief from the problems of COVID and that we can return to ‘normal’.
Wishing all pupils, parents, guardians and families a very happy Christmas and looking forward to working on different
challenges in the New Year.

The Voice and Values Committee and the School Council
Potton Middle School – Miss Carrington
CIN, Remembrance and Anti-Bullying Week
Despite restrictions, we have still managed to ensure that as a school we are supporting the
charities important to our community. In the first half term, by wearing jeans to school and taking
part in Macmillan Coffee Morning, we raised £592.80 across both schools for MacMillan Cancer
Support and Jeans for Genes.
Whilst maintaining our bubbles, to mark Armistice Day, the school came together to create a
Remembrance memorial outside. In pairs, all pupils laid poppies during a moment of reflection
within their class. Each class conducted themselves with respect and maturity: we are very proud
of them. At the same time, we were also able to raise money for the Royal British Legion in their
annual Poppy Appeal, by selling poppy merchandise throughout the school.

To raise money for Children in Need, the whole school was encouraged to ‘Come as themselves’.
From pyjamas to sportswear, it was a delight to see the children expressing themselves, whilst
also raising money for such an important cause. Across both schools we raised a fantastic £469.72!
Similarly, the wearing off odd socks at the end of November to raise awareness of anti-bullying,
demonstrated the importance of being ourselves. We look forward to supporting more important
causes in the New Year.

Potton Lower School – Mrs Darlow
As a full school term draws to an end I am immensely proud of our new Voice and Values
Committee members. With school life in general being a little different to how many of the
children have previously known, each and everyone one of them has adapted well and with a
smile on their face too. As a committee being unable to meet in a way that we normally would
has been our biggest obstacle to overcome; but with technology the way it is I think we have
managed it well and with success!
This term is always a busy one with regards to our fundraising commitments and this year the
Voice and Values Committee enlightened their classmates on how, due to Covid-19, charities have
been hit particularly hard, that said the children were also very aware of the financial pressures
families have been put under in general which was very humble for me to hear them say.
The Voice and Values Committee always has a target of how much money they think they are going to raise, this year they
decided to set it slightly lower than previously as they were using the value of thoughtfulness to think of other people’s
situations.
Pride was another value that had to be discussed as the children (along with your help and support). They have absolutely
smashed their target of raising a combined total for charity of £500 for the school year - to raising £531.26 this term alone
excluding the yet to be confirmed amount from The Royal British Legion- to say I’m proud of these guy is an
understatement!
I think our highlight so far has been without a doubt when we focussed on the values of love and respect and organised
our very own Remembrance Day, complete with Poppy Wreaths and a War Memorial 2020 style!
We thank you for all your continued support and look forward to sharing many more of our achievements with you in the
New Year.
Wishing you all a happy, healthy Christmas and fantastic New Year!

Fundraising Achievements

The Coronavirus pandemic has had a huge impact on
our mental health. Ashika Raj and Ruby Watson in Year
7 choose to do a five-mile run to raise money for the
mental health charity Mind.
The girls ran 8.10km and have raised a massive £675
for the charity!! We are so proud of you girls – well
done and congratulations on such a wonderful
achievement.

PMS – Whole school Christmas bauble competition
Potton Middle School is very proud to announce that we have not one, but two winners for the Bedfordshire Christmas
Bauble Competition!
Congratulations to Abigail in Year 8 and Sophia in Year 6 who have runner up prizes, unfortunately we do not know who
came first.
Due to Coronavirus the winners are not able to attend the Christmas Tree light switch on however, we will be having
our own tree light ceremony to acknowledge their fantastic achievement.
Well done all who entered.

Potton Middle School Library
One of our major projects over the lockdown period was the refurbishment of the library at Potton Middle School. We’re
delighted to have created a bright, comfortable and welcoming space where children can lose themselves in books; a
space that shows just how important reading is to our school community.
Take a look below!

Unfortunately, due to the situation with COVID-19, it hasn’t been possible to open the new library to the children yet. In
the meantime, class teachers have been doing a fantastic job of promoting reading for pleasure in their classrooms.

PMS Physical Education – Miss Crawford-Smith
New Playground Equipment
This term we’ve been so lucky to be able to have the use of a brand new playing surface
on our playground. This new surface is used regularly in PE lessons and during break
and lunchtimes. In addition to this we’ve had new posts and goals installed in order to
play netball, football and basketball. New outdoor fitness equipment has also been
installed outside for KS2 and two outdoor table tennis tables for KS3.

The Daily Mile
Throughout this term all students have been completing The Daily Mile in PE using our new mile track on our field. Fifteen
minutes is solely dedicated to students walking and running on the track to complete The Daily Mile. Each lap adds one
house point and every mile completed is worth one dojo.

Lots of students have reached milestones this term for completing a half marathon (13 miles):
Year 5:
Logan Wilamowski
Oliver Edwards
Jack Page
Charlie Hulatt
Mak Arokodare

Year 6:
Ted Darlow
Charlie Cunningham
Harry Goodyear
Joshua Brittain
Eva Desborough
Sammy N’Gagba
Olivia Woods
Abbie Callaghan
Year 7:
Harry Bennetts
Thomas Manning
Alfie Radford
George Looby
Cerys Durkin
Year 8:
Abi Jenkins

Toby Greener
Seamus Daly
Issac Bennetts
Greyson Delany

Elizabeth Jordan
Leah MacFarlane
Freddie Williams
Tom Levesley

Logan Ayers
Tommy Aiston
Teddie Hughes
Daisy Gilbert

Joe Steer
Alex Payne
Imogen West
Fenya Treece
Emily Bourne
Finlay Round
Nicholas Olchawa
Sophie German

Jerry Palmer-Osula
Oliver Kennedy
Lily Perrin
Holly Miller
Callum Deckered
Alfie Abrey
Caden Monaghan
Amy Hillier

Oliver Stokes
Harry Jones
Wilfie Mercer
Brogan Knight
Jasmine Ling
Holly Davis
Emma Leach

Stanley Hillyard
Lewis Sapiano
Ashika Raj
Bella Hadala

Amy Daniels
Freddie Thomas
Ruby Watson
Oliwia Dus

Oliver Chapman
Hayden Rowley
Sophie Ralph
Mille Newman

Jake Butler

Alfie Marshall

Only three students have achieved the next milestone of completing a Marathon (26 miles). All three are from Rundell so
a massive well done to Stanley Hillyard, Thomas Manning and Lewis Sapiano.
We’ve now completed a total of 2, 259 miles with each class contributing the following:
Elphinstone
Jackson
Stevens
Evans
Torday
Rundell
262 miles
235 miles
290 miles
396 miles
447 miles
385 miles

Zephaniah
245 miles

Inter-House Sport
At the end of the last half term all the students participated in some inter-house netball and rounders competitions.
Throughout the week Year 5, 6 and Key stage 3 matches took place during some usual PE lessons with some classes
actually gaining some extra PE that week to take part.
House points were awarded to each house based on the results of each
competition.




Fire House won Year 6 rounders.
Air House won Year 6 netball and Year 5 rounders.
Water House won year 5 netball, KS3 netball and rounders.

We also added all of the dojo points received for the Daily Mile to give us the half term standings.

October half:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Fire House
Water House
Earth
Air

8, 488 points
7, 757 points
7,492 points
7, 435 points

Congratulations to Fire house who hit the top spot last half term!
As the inter-house sport was so successful more competitions will take place this half term across activities covered in PE.
We’ve also branched out with Mrs Topple in Art who has run a house Christmas bauble competition this half term. She
also is running a Christmas Quiz which again will give the students another chance to secure house points for their house.
We’re also running a Santa Dash fun run in PE with the top 10 places in each class being awarded house points too.
Including additional competitions run this half term the current house totals currently stand at:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Fire House
Air
Earth
Water

11, 334 points
10, 954 points
10, 341 points
10, 280 points

Open Days
Due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, we are unable to hold our usual Open Days. Like everyone, we’re adjusting
to the latest situation, which is why we’re planning for our Open Days this year to take place virtually.
Visit our websites: www.pottonlower.co.uk or www.pottonmiddle.co.uk and head to the Open Day and Prospectus
Section which you will find under the Parents section. There you will find a link to our Youtube channel and our open
day video.
We’re still hoping to offer you a bespoke on-site experience in the future, and we will provide an update on this as soon
as we can. In the meantime, join us online for an experience that you can enjoy from the comfort of home, featuring
information on our curriculum, a tour of our amazing facilities, and the chance to hear first-hand from our current
students.

Attendance
Well done to all of the children on their attendance this half term. The Local Authority set our attendance targets, the
Federations target is 97%. This half term has seen the winter vomiting bug have a huge impact on our attendance causing
our figures to be lower than our target.
A special congratulations to the following classes who have had the highest attendance across their Key Stage so far this
half term!

Classes with the best attendance
in each Key Stage
Key Stage 3: Zephaniah

95.02%

Upper Key Stage 2 : Torday

98.13%

Lower Key Stage 2: Dragons

98.16%

Key Stage 1: Jeremy Fisher
93.00%

98.63%
94.00%

95.00%

96.00%

97.00%

98.00%

99.00%

Attendance

Attendance
We are a school that sets ourselves high expectations in all areas and attendance is no exception. Attending school is
extremely important for children’s social, emotional and educational development and children who miss a lot of time at
school can suffer in the long term from significant gaps in their learning.

Attendance Policy
The Federation’s Attendance Policy sets out our systems and procedures for ensuring regular school attendance. The
policy can be found on our website http://pottonlower.co.uk/parents/attendance/. If you have any queries relating to
the Attendance Policy please contact the school offices on: plsoffice@pottonfedrtaion.co.uk and
pmsoffice@pottonfederation.co.uk

Reminders for parents
Medicines in School:

A reminder that we CANNOT administer medication that is not prescribed to your child and/or is only prescribed
for three times a day. This includes Calpol and Nurofen. Parents can come into school themselves if their child
needs a dose of medicine although we do advise parents to keep their children at home if they are poorly.
Reading:

We would really like to encourage all parents with children in Reception and Key Stages 1 & 2 to read daily with
their child. Children in Key Stage 3 should be reading independently each day too!
Water Bottles:

Please can all parents ensure that their child brings a named and filled water bottle into school with them each
day, and that they only contain water. It is important for the children to drink regularly throughout the day.
Children may of course bring juice to drink with their packed lunch, and juice and water are also available for
children having a school dinner at lunchtime.

Hand hygiene:

There are soap dispensers available in all of the school toilets with notices that remind children to wash their
hands before they leave. We have antibacterial hand gel available in areas around school also and children are
always encouraged to wash their hands.
In order to help minimise the spread of any infections/germs within school – if parents and carers would like to
send their child/children in to school with a named bottle of antibacterial gel, this will be kept on their school
desk for them to be able to use throughout the day if required.
Parking:
Please can we remind ALL parents that Mill Lane carpark is open from 8:15am every morning. Please support
the school in trying to keep our children safe whilst they arrive and depart school.
Child Absences:
Please remember to phone into school if your child is absent for any reason. If your child has a medical
appointment during school hours please provide evidence of the appointment to the office. If you do not notify
the school on the first day of the absence your child will be given an unauthorised absence mark. Please be
aware that 10 sessions of unauthorised absence in a 12 week period may result in a fixed penalty notice.

